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Lecture 8 

 
How certain are we? 

Confidence intervals  
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Confidence Intervals 
•  From sample data, compute a plausible 

interval of values that covers the true popolutation 
parameter almost surely (never 100% sure!). 

•  Give information about closeness to the 
unknown population parameter (precision of 
an estimate) 

– when sampling variability is high, the 
confidence interval will be wide to reflect the 
uncertainty of the observation. 
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Confidence interval 

The true population parameter is uknowen.  

Then we never know for sure whether any a given 
confidence interval covers the true parameter.  

However, …In long run (in many samples), 95% of 
all confidence intervals, tagged with 95% 
confidence, will be correct and 5% of them will be 
wrong. 
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Confidence Interval 

for the  

Mean of a Normal Distribution  
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Confidence intervals 

•  So if we take 

–  just one sample 

•  we can guess 

– how “close” our sample mean is to the 
the population mean 

•  and we will �usually��be right 
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Central limit theorem for the mean: 
Review 

Y   is in    µY ±1.96!Y         where !Y =!Y / n

The sample mean is usually within 2 standard errors 
from the population mean. 
 
Precisely, 
 
In 95% of all samples: 

 
 
In 99% of all samples: 

Y    is in   µY ± 2.58!Y         where !Y =!Y / n
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Central limit theorem for the mean: 
Using standard normal table

The sample mean is usually within 2 standard errors of 
the population mean.

With a certain “% of Confidence”  (% of all samples),

where Z comes from the “z (standard normal)…table” 

+Z- Z

Area from -Z to +ZConfidence z
… …
95% 1.96
… …
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Central limit theorem for the mean: 
So what?

horizontal axis of the normal distribution curve, should be within 

But in practice you know the sample  mean, and want to 

guess the population mean!
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Confidence Interval for the mean
• Confidence intervals provide more information  than point 

estimates. 

• Confidence intervals for means are intervals constructed using a 
procedure (presented in the next section) that will contain the 
population mean a specified proportion of the times, typically 
either 95% or 99% of the times. 

• These intervals are called 95% or 99% confidence intervals.
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Recall that 

µ,  the unknown population mean 
(to be estimated),
 is a parameter, 

while 
, 

is a statistic.
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Para,meter = 
Statistic ± Its Error
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Confidence Limits for Population Mean
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Confidence Interval for the mean

   Choose a percentage for α (e.g., α = 5%)

 The (1-α)% confidence interval for the mean  is given 
by the following formula:

Confidence Interval (CI) for the mean
From the standard normal table ....
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• Probability that the unknown population parameter is in the 
confidence interval in 100 trials.

• Denoted (1 - α) % = “level of confidence”,  e.g. 90%, 95%, 
99%.

• α is probability that the parameter Is Not Within the Interval in 
100 trials.

• α = the area under the normal curve outside the confidence 
interval.

• α/2 = the area in one-tail of the distribution outside the 
confidence interval

Level of Confidence is an 
EXPECTED RELATIONSHIP
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Confidence Interval: Interpretation

If we select again and again many sample from the population, 

and for each one, we compute the sample mean, and create an 

interval ranging from

that (1 - α) % of the times the interval contains the population 

mean µ.

• The value of Z is decided by the desired level of confidence.

 17 Confidence Intervals 

 

Intervals & Level of Confidence
Sampling 
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Common “Z” levels of confidence
• Commonly used confidence levels are 90%, 

95%, and 99%

Confidence 
Level Z value

1.28
1.645
1.96
2.33
2.58
3.08
3.27

80%
90%
95%
98%
99%
99.8%
99.9%
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95% Confidence Interval

• For 95% confidence, α = 0.05 and α / 2 = 0.025. 

• The value of Z0.025  is found by looking in the standard 
normal table under 0.975. 

• This area in the table is associated with a Z value of 
1.96.
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What is confidence?
The confidence interval covers the population mean unless you’ve got 

a weird sample.

“95% confidence”: In 95% of all samples, the confidence intervals 
include the population mean. In 5% of all samples, the confidence 
intervals fail to cover the mean.

95%

weird
samples

weird
samples

typical
samplesDo you know if 

you’ve got a weird 
sample?

No!

So 5% of the time
 you’re wrong.
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The true meaning of a confidence 
interval

• Imagine that the true population mean is 10. 

• Take 50 samples of the same size from the 
populat ion and calculate the 95% 
confidence interval for each sample.

• Does the CI Contain the True Mean?

95% Confidence Intervals
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3 misses=3/50!6% error rate

 For a 95% confidence interval, you can be 95% confident that 
you captured the true population value. 

95% Confidence Intervals
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• Assumptions

– Population Standard Deviation Is Known

– Population Is Normally Distributed

– If Not Normal, use large samples

• Confidence Interval Estimate

Confidence Intervals 
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• Data Variation (measured by 
standard deviation)

•

• Level of Confidence 
(1 - α)%
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Factors Affecting 
Interval Width
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Sample Size

   Too Big:
• Requires too
much resources

 Too Small:
• Won’t do 
    the job


